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2• The trend is on hold!  FY14 - $17.65B, FY15 - $18.01B, FY16 -
$19.28B,   FY17 – continuing resolution until late April at least
• NASA FY16 Budget Enacted (in millions of dollars)
– SCIENCE $5,589.4
– SPACE TECHNOLOGY $686.5
– AERONAUTICS $640.0
– EXPLORATION $4,030.0
– SPACE OPERATIONS $5,029.2
– SAFETY, SECURITY, AND 
MISSION SERVICES $2,768.6
– OTHER $541.3
– TOTAL $19,285.0
• President’s FY17 Request: $19.025B ($283M less than FY16 
enacted)
FY17: Where is the budget going?
3Notes on Budget
• Some of the biggest winners in the FY16 budget are: planetary 
science, the exploration program (including the Space Launch 
System and Orion), and commercial crew
– For now, this continues
• Most observers expect no major changes in FY17; awaiting 
President’s FY18 budget request for first real indication of future 
direction.
– February 3rd: Acting Administrator, Robert Lightfoot, says there have not yet 
been any major changes to NASA programs
– Michael Freilich, head of Earth Sciences Division, says he does not expect 
major changes to his program for the rest of the fiscal year.
• NASA transition team reportedly well integrated at NASA HQ.  
Includes previous senior NASA managers (e.g., Chris Shank, Shana 
Dale, and others).  
• Lamar Smith, Chair of House Science Committee, expects NASA 
Authorization bill to pass soon 
4What else is happening regarding technology?
•New set of Technology Roadmaps continues to be 
referenced by many NASA solicitations.
– Thermal technology reportedly faired well in recent funding 
review.
•TechPort – continues to mature as a database for 
technology developments
– Detailed information on individual technology programs and 
projects
– Allows extensive search capability and sharing of 
information
http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oct/home/roadmaps/index.html
http://techport.nasa.gov
5NASA GSFC Future Missions
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WFIRST
6WFIRST will carry a Wide Field Instrument to capture Hubble-quality 
images enabling cosmic evolution studies. Its Coronagraph Instrument 
will directly image exoplanets and study their atmospheres.  Uses 
“Hubble-like” spare telescope gift from another agency.
May have advanced Creare cryocooler similar to Hubble NICMOS 
cryocooler, and cryogenic heat pipes
WFIRST – launch in mid-2020’s
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JWST primary mirror segments 
assembled in the GSFC clean room
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Instrument Thermal Vacuum testing 
completed at GSFC– 3 tests 24/7 over 
3 months long each
“Core” TV test complete at GSFC –
verified interface between warm 
Spacecraft and cold instruments and 
mirror assembly.  Retest required due 
to issue with MLI.
TV test of GSE and Chamber A 
certification with Helium shroud 
completed at JSC
Test of integrated Mirror and 
instrument assembly in Chamber A  
at JSC later this year.  There is NO 
test of all up S/C, sunshield, mirror, 
and instruments.
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Satellite Servicing Projects 
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Restore L satellite will robotically refuel the Landsat 7 satellite
Numerous thermal issues + coatings must be electrically 
conductive
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GOES-R and GOES-S in High Bay 
(Lockheed Martin, Denver CO)
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GOES-R successfully 
launched and in orbit 
GOES-S TV test 
underway. 
GOES-R ABI Instrument
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Working Issue 
with ABI Loop 
Heat Pipes. One 
LHP is taking 
most of the load 
and the other 
one can’t start -
instrument can 
still run.
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OSIRIS-REX – Asteroid Sample return 
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Asteroid Bennu
Launched Sept 2016
Asteroid Rendevous – 2018 
Sample Return - 2023
PACE/Ocean Color Instrument (OCI)
20
PACE/OCI Mission
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PACE - Plankton, Aerosol, Cloud, Ocean Ecosystem
OCI – Ocean Color Instrument
Polarimeter Instrument
PACE will be an in-house Spacecraft built at GSFC
OCI will also be in in-house build with Polarimeter from outside source
OCI detectors run in the -40 C to – 80 C range
Rotating radiator is a challenge (+/- 20 degrees) with 30,000+ cycles 
over mission
Cryogenic flexible heat pipes would be helpful, but not available yet, so 
flexible straps will be used
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ASTRO-H Recovery Mission approved – GSFC 
supplies instrument hardware (Cryocooler) and 
Japanese provide Spacecraft
Science very promising before mission failure due 
to mission ops issue – reached new low temp of 
50 milli-Kelvin on orbit
Additional Project Updates
New Mission - Lucy to study Jupiter’s Trojan 
Asteroids – GSFC managed
Launch in 2021, Asteroid rendevous 2027
SWRI is PI, Lockheed-Martin Spacecraft
L-Ralph instrument in-house at GSFC – similar 
to New Horizons Pluto mission instrument
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Emerging Thermal 
Control
Technologies
• GSFC’s SBIR Thermal Subtopic had a robust 2016 with      
participation from 3 NASA centers – GSFC, MSFC, and JPL
• JPL will address their SBIR’s in their talk 
• IRAD funding received for 2 activities
• HQ funding for 1 activity
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Atomic Layer Deposition - Update
IRAD Dr. Vivek H. Dwivedi - PI
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ALD – Atomic Layer Deposition
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A thin film“nanomanufacturing” tool that allows for the conformal 
coating materials on a myriad of surfaces with precise atomic 
thickness control. 
 Paired gas surface reaction 
chemistries
 Benign non-destructive temperature 
and pressure environment
• Room temperature -> 250 °C 
(even lower around 45 °C)
• Vacuum 
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Passive Thermal Films
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Description and Objectives:
Trending towards reduced power and mass budget on satellites with a
longer mission life, there is a need for a reliable thermal control system
that is more efficient and cost-effective. Vanadium dioxide, VO2, is a
transition metal oxide that undergoes a passive thermal phase change
from a semiconductor to a metal at 67 C. By depositing nm thick VO2
via an in house atomic layer deposition (ALD) reactor, passive thermal
control for solar cells, radiators and external boxes with minimized
weight.
Key challenge(s)/Innovation:
By utilizing a novel liquid based vanadium source deposition is 
possible in benign environments.  By adding ALD based dopants 
temp transition will trend low.
Approach:
Demonstrate the applicability of a custom built in-house ALD
system to coat crystalline  vanadium oxide films as well as films
of doped vanadium oxide via an ALD doping technique to achieve
a transition temperature at or below 67 C.  Test the transition 
temperature using a cost effective set-up. 
Application / Mission:
• CubeSat (LWaDI)
• Radiators 
• Shape Shifting Radiator 
Collaborators:
Raymond Adomaitis (UMD), NRL, Code 695
Milestones and Schedule:
• Reactor Check-out Dec 2015
• VO2 Growth March 2016
• Full Characterization 
Space Technology Roadmap Mapping:
• Primary Technical Area: TA14
• Secondary Technical Area: TA10
• Additional Technical Area(s): TA12
• Applicable Space Technology Grand 
Challenge: Surviving Space Environments 
Technology Readiness Level:
• Starting TRL: 3
• Anticipated Ending TRL:6
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Far Ultra-Violet(FUV)Reflectance Coating
Ultraviolet range of 90-130 nm is one of the biggest constraints on FUV telescope and spectrograph 
design, and it limits the science return of FUV-sensitive space missions. Improved reflective coatings 
for optics could yield dramatically more sensitive instruments and permit more instrument design 
freedom. 
• ALD Film Deposition of AlF3 utilizing Halogenated Precursor and organometallic)
• ALD Film Deposition of AlF3 on etched coupons of XeF2
 Large UV / Optical / Infrared Surveyor
 A space telescope concept in tradition of Hubble
 Broad science capabilities
 Far-UV to Near-IR bandpass
 ~16 m aperture diameter
 Suite of imagers and spectrographs
 Serviceable and upgradable
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Room Temperature ALD for X-ray Applications
*5 nm thick ALD Al2O3 layer is applied on the gold surface
*Reflectivity can be increased substantially in soft X-ray 
band
Gold+Al2O3 mirror
Gold mirror
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Flow Boiling in Microgap Coolers –
an Enabling Technology for 
3D Integrated Circuits
GSFC IRAD Activities
Frank Robinson
Principal Investigator
franklin.l.robinson@nasa.gov
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FY17 Goals
1. Characterize the role of channel size and fluid 
velocity on flow boiling orientation-independence
2. Assess the thermal capabilities of embedded 
microgap coolers in 3D chip stacks
3. Quantify system-level space, weight, and power 
advantages of embedded microgap coolers in a 
demonstration unit
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Evaporator Assembly
•Thermal test chip
– 12.7 x 12.7 mm2
– Uniform heat flux
– 10 temperature 
sensors
•Single, low-aspect 
ratio channel (i.e., 
microgap)
– Inserts to change 
channel height
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Orientation Independent Critical 
Heat Flux (CHF)
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Minor variation in CHF across
orientations likely attributable to 
variation in mass flux
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Orientation Independent Heat 
Transfer Coefficients (HTC)
Excellent agreement of HTCs across five orientations 
at three mass fluxes from 349.1 to 853.5 kg/m2-s 
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Path Forward
•Channel heights from 100 to 1000 μm over a range of 
mass fluxes from 100 to 1000 kg/m2-s (or higher) to 
characterize g-independent operational range
•Microgravity validation of ground test results
– Recently awarded suborbital flight opportunity by 
NASA Headquarters
•Stacked heated design to simulate 3D IC
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Thermal Coatings Technology
Mark Hasegawa – Coatings Group Leader
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Lotus Dust Mitigation Coating
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NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Applied Engineering and Technology Directorate—Enabling the “Reality of 
Tomorrow”
A459.ppt
• The Lotus dust mitigation coating is a passive 
method for addressing Lunar and Martian 
dust accumulation concerns
• Microstructure effects and surface chemistry 
prevent accumulation of surface 
contaminants
• Based on observed properties of the Lotus 
plant
The Lotus coating sheds dust particles utilizing 
anti-contamination and self-cleaning properties 
that minimize dust accumulation on spacecraft 
surfaces. This coating sheds dust particles by 
reducing the surface energy and the amount of 
surface area available for attachment
• GSFC has demonstrated this effect on 
standard AZ93P radiator paint; 
• Surface contaminated with lunar simulant 
demonstrated less change in absorptivity 
than non-treated control sample
• Industry has expressed an interest in the 
technology
Mark Hasegawa/546
Uncoated radaitator surface and Lotus 
Coated surface after exposure to JSC-1 
Lunar Simulant
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Electro-hydrodynamic (EHD) 
Technology Development
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High Heat Flux, High Temperature 
Heat Acquisition
Jeffrey R. Didion
Senior Thermal Engineer
Manager, Nanotechnology Facility
– Details can be found in Jeff’s Presentation
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• New Technology program underway at NASA, although 
funding is limited. 
• NASA/GSFC’s primary mission of science satellite development 
is healthy overall, new missions are in work – however impact 
of new administration in TBD
• Future mission applications promise to be thermally challenging
• Direct technology funding is still very restricted
– Projects are the best source for direct application of technology
– SBIR thermal subtopic continued in FY 17
– Limited Technology development underway via IRAD, NESC, other 
sources
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SUMMARY
